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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Larynx is a complex organ with various subsites
and a myriad of pathologies. Atypical presentations of laryngeal
cancers are rare with literature only in the form of case reports
or series with small number of patients.
Aim of study: It is important to recognize rare presentations
of laryngeal carcinomas in order to pre-empt misdiagnosis and
execute an appropriate treatment plan.
Materials and methods: We present a case series of four such
atypical presentations which were managed with precise and
individualized approaches.
Results: Three patients with rare manifestations of laryngeal
squamous cancers were treated surgically in view of gross
exolaryngeal spread. Single case of melanoma was treated
with chemoradiation followed by surgical salvage.
Conclusion: All four patients were identified through adequate
diagnostic precision on part of the clinician.
Clinical implications: The form and function of the larynx are
crucial to the quality of life of a patient. Laryngeal carcinomas
require appropriate treatment approach to ensure the same.
The clinician needs to be aware of these atypical presentations
as well in order to diagnose and treat these patients effectively.
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diagnosis and knowledge of the biological behavior of
these lesions are imperative to ensure optimum outcomes.
A small percentage of laryngeal lesions are found to
be atypical on routine laryngeal examination either due
to appearance, location or histology.1 Here, we present a
series of cases with involvement of larynx by rare lesions.
We have also discussed their management alongwith
with relevant review of literature.

Case Reports
Case 1
Spindle Cell Carcinoma of the Larynx
A 52-year-old gentleman presented with complaints of
hoarseness of voice since 1 month. Indirect laryngoscopy
revealed an anterior commissure pedunculated mass.
Both vocal cords were mobile. Microlaryngoscopy
revealed a proliferative polypoidal mass over the anterior
commissure. Repeated biopsies suggested a dysplastic
epithelium and occasional spindle cells without
evidence of malignancy. Contrast-enhanced computed
tomography (CT) revealed the lesion over anterior
commissure with erosion of thyroid cartilage and escape
of tumor through the Broyle’s ligament with exolaryngeal
spread (Fig. 1). Within a short span of 10 days, patient
had significant progression of disease with obstructive
symptoms and had to undergo a tracheostomy. Repeat
imaging revealed bilateral involvement of glottis and

Introduction
Larynx is a complex organ with several subsites. Each can
present with a myriad of pathologies and distinct clinical
manifestations. The form and function of the larynx is
of utmost importance for a sound quality of life. Hence,
management of rare laryngeal lesions poses a formidable
challenge to the physician. A high index of suspicion for
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Fig. 1: Spindle cell carcinoma presenting as a anterior
commissure polypoidal growth
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subglottic extension with erosion of thyroid cartilage.
Computed tomography-guided fine-needle aspiration
cytology was attempted through this anterior soft tissue
component of the disease. This confirmed the diagnosis
of sarcomatoid carcinoma. Patient was staged at T4N0M0
in view of exolaryngeal spread without nodal or distant
metastases. He underwent a total laryngectomy with
bilateral neck dissection and primary tracheoesophageal
prosthesis insertion. Final histopathology showed pT4N0,
and hence patient was advised adjuvant radiation.
Spindle cell carcinoma is a highly malignant variant of
squamous carcinoma and comprises 2 to 3% of laryngeal
cancers.2 It is considered to be a biphasic tumor that
is composed of a squamous cell carcinoma (in situ or
invasive) and spindle cell carcinoma with sarcomatous
appearance.3 Therefore, diagnosis often poses a challenge.
It most commonly affects the glottis in the majority of cases
(70%) and lesions are often polypoidal or pedunculated.4
The staging and treatment remains the same as squamous
carcinoma. Laser excision and organ preserving surgeries
are an acceptable option for treatment for early lesions.
Radiation and chemotherapy are effective modalities of
adjuvant treatment. Survival outcomes of this rare variant
are good with poor prognostic factors being higher stages,
large tumors (3 cm) with a predominance of epithelial
component, nonglottic tumors, fixed vocal cords, history
of radiotherapy and metastasis to regional lymph nodes
and distant metastasis.4

Case 2
Distinct Coexisting Thyroid and Laryngeal
Pathologies
There have been reports of coexisting neoplasms in
the thyroid gland of different pathological origin, the
so-called collision tumors.5 However, there has not been
much-reported in literature about coexisting thyroid and
laryngeal neoplasms.
A 45-year-old lady presented with complaints of
hoarse voice and swelling in front of the neck. On
laryngeal examination, an ulceroproliferative growth
was seen on the ipsilateral side of the neck mass, with
fixity of the hemilarynx. Imaging revealed an enhancing
thyroid mass involving both lobes of thyroid, right more
than left, with intralaryngeal extension across the thyroid
cartilage and through the cricothyroid membrane. Fineneedle aspiration cytology of the swelling reported a
follicular neoplasm, Bethesda category IV. Decision was
taken to proceed with a total thyroidectomy with bilateral
central and lateral compartment neck dissection and total
laryngectomy with primary pharyngeal reconstruction
with primary tracheoesophageal prosthesis insertion after
due counseling of the patient about the rare presentation
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of the disease. The final histopathology showed laryngeal
squamous cell carcinoma with focal cartilage involvement
pT3 and metastases to regional lymph nodes. There was
no involvement of the thyroid soft tissue. The lesion in
the thyroid was a separate follicular adenoma. Patient
received adjuvant radiation treatment as warranted and
is voicing well with the voice prosthesis.

Case 3
Distinct Coexisting Thyroid and Laryngeal
Pathologies
A 52-year-old female presented with history of gradually
progressive swelling in front of the neck since 2 years with
difficulty in swallowing for the past 2 months. Clinical
examination showed multinodular thyroid swelling.
Flexible fiber optic examination revealed a supraglottic
growth mainly involving the epiglottis and anterior parts
of the aryepiglottic growth. Both vocal cords were mobile.
Fine-needle aspiration cytology from the thyroid swelling
was reported as papillary thyroid carcinoma, whereas
biopsy from the supraglottic mass was squamous cell
carcinoma. Contrast-enhanced CT imaging demonstrated
an enhancing soft tissue mass over the supraglottis
without invasion of the pre-epiglottic, paraglottic spaces
or laryngeal cartilages. The thyroid nodule was 3.3 cm
in largest dimension with evidence of calcification
within and enhancing on the scan. She was planned to
undergo a total thyroidectomy with central compartment
clearance with bilateral selective neck dissection and
microlaryngoscopic laser excision of the supraglottic mass
(Figs 2 to 4). The final pathological staging was pT2N0
for the laryngeal lesion and pT3N1b for the thyroid. The
patient had a satisfactory postoperative recovery.
The first impression that any clinician would routinely
make in this clinical scenario would be a thyroid
carcinoma with intralaryngeal extension or a laryngeal

Fig. 2: Laryngoscopic picture of an epiglottic mass coexisting
with thyroid pathology
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Fig. 3: Specimen of total thyroidectomy

Fig. 4: Separate specimen of the epiglottic growth laser excision

pathology with exolaryngeal spread into the thyroid.
It was very rare and interesting to note two dissimilar
pathologies with distinctly different malignant potentials
and yet coexisting in such close vicinity. Literature reports
chondrosarcomas of the larynx presenting with thyroid
masses undergoing a similar line of management.6
However, no solid data exist for coexisting squamous
carcinoma of larynx with distinct but coexisting benign
or malignant thyroid masses.

Case 4
Primary Malignant Melanoma of the Larynx
This was a 38-year-old gentleman with hoarse voice
and difficulty in swallowing. He had undergone an
emergency tracheostomy elsewhere for difficulty in
breathing. Direct laryngoscopy showed a transglottic
black-blue mass occluding the glottis inlet with significant
subglottic extension. Hypopharynx was uninvolved.
Biopsy confirmed the diagnosis of mucosal melanoma
with immunohistochemistry positive for S-100 and
HMB-45. Positron emission tomography (PET) scan was
done in view of the aggressive nature and large volume
of the disease. Positron emission tomography-computed
tomography showed uptake in the larynx with metastatic
uptake in the cervical lymph nodes (Fig. 5). Patient
received curative doses of chemoradiation (70 Gy in 35
fractions over 7 weeks with 7 cycles of cisplatin) with
a view for organ preservation.7 Patient had persistent
residual disease after treatment and warranted salvage
surgery. He subsequently underwent total laryngectomy
with primary closure and primary tracheoesophageal
puncture. Patient is disease free after a follow-up of
more than 24 months at present. Although systemic
chemotherapeutic agents have had disappointing results
in the treatment of melanomas, in view of his young
age he was advised a cisplatinum-based chemotherapy
regimen.

Fig. 5: Positron emission tomography CT image of malignant
melanoma of the subglottis

Primary malignant melanoma of the larynx is a very
rare entity with less than 60 cases reported in literature.
Laryngeal malignant melanoma constitutes only 3.8
to 7.4% of mucosal melanomas.8 Most of the mucosal
melanomas have distant metastases at presentation.9,10
Confirmation of diagnosis requires histopathological
examination and immunohistochemistry. According
to Allen and Spitz,11 malignant melanocytes must be
identified in the dermoepidermal junction or in the
surface epithelium (i.e. in situ component) to establish a
diagnosis of primary malignant melanoma. Treatment
is primarily surgical excision with adjuvant treatment.
Adjuvant radiation improves local control; however, it
does not necessarily translate into improved prognosis.12
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